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THIS is one subject with which we are

on most intimate terms. It is in fact

the constant and unceasing companion
of our minds. Wherever we go,

whether tramping in the rolling coun-

try, visithig
'

' The City of Brotherly Love, '

' or

wandering about the town of Bryn Mawr, the

same thought accompanies us. Neither the bait

of nature, lier imitation rainbows in arboreal

haunts, nor the lure of Philadelphia, her ever

present historic spots nor even the inspiration

of the line "To Bryn Mawr for your pretty

girls," could coax our brain to harbor strange

thoughts.

You, gentle reader, no doubt, after persuing

this apparently self-laudatory introduction are

looking forward to the enjoyment of the happy
emanations of some zealous, young litteratuers.

But be not mistaken. It is not of the working,

but rather of the conditions of the literati to

which we refer. Exchange, former money,
past cash, while not the interchange of cold,

hard cash, will be to us the currency of litera-

ture. But in the case of cold cash, that will

pass quickly through our hands, but the liter-

ary coinage will never pass from our hands.

The bounties of literature once possessed, are

never extricated from our minds. From the

time we grasp them, they are ours from thence

onward.

Alas we are tyros in this great field of litera-

ture. But shall we remain tyros ? How can we
unravel the great secrets of this wonderful art ?

Honest and upright criticisms seems to us, the

paramount key in solving these great myster-

ies. As in every walk of life, or on the foot-

ball field, deep down in our hearts, we only

wish we could hear the comments passed about

same attitude, we desire the unbiased comments
of the other fellow. The exchanging of our

ideas with the ideas of the other fellow, will

greatly give us the many things we are blind

to ourselves. We, in our turn, will gladly give

our truthful comments upon the work of our

fellow literateurs. The critcisms, on our part,

shall be direct, friendly and constructive,

which, in turn, will better both magazines, in

all departments. We shall do our iTtmost, in

eliminating all rancidness and narrowness in

these annotations.

The interchanging of impressions brings to

our mind the old maxim "Two heads are better

than one." As in a partnership, the cpmpany
will both expand and profit, through the con-

solidation of the skill and intelligence of two
or more members of the firm. We also desire

the co-operation and salutory attitude of our

fellow correspondents.

In the first place this literary bartering,

betters the censured victim, in the respect that

his eyes are opened to faults, previously un-

heeded. On the other hand it betters the one
criticizing, as he in the act of judging uncon-
scioush' tends to better himself and his work.

Our comments this coming year shall not be
confined by limits, we shall, in fact, hold free

lance. It is manifest that a man under restric-

tion will not, as a rule, express his opinion as

freely as one who is unhindered by these bar-

riers. By this we do not mean we shall as-

sume the attitude of a Bolshevist, but that we
shall be guided by the rules of common sense.

We thank all our past partners for their previ-

ous aids, and suggestions, many of which we
have utilised to good advantage. We again
welcome all our old exchange friends and es-

us, by the spectator. We, in our turn, hold the pecially encourage any new friends, whose


